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More nutritious than store bought products, Real Fit Kitchen provides 100 healthy meals, snack foods, smoothies, and
even more, including new ingredients (like performance-enhancing raw cacao, turmeric, and chlorella) to upgrade
anyone's diet. Get real and liberate from the packaged pubs and powders." - Jon Meterparel, play-by-play voice of
Boston College Football and Basketball on the IMG Sports activities Network and play-by-play talent, ONE World Sports
Television Network Are you still achieving for low-unwanted fat cheese sticks and peanut butter bagels for pre-event
meals? Let's get real and break free from the packaged pubs and powders.Active people, fitness lovers and athletes
need to have practical guidance and correct understanding of nutrition. Real Suit Kitchen is merely what you're
craving.- Replace liver-damaging pain-relief medications that dehydrate and disrupt electrolyte absorption, try a tart
cherry juice smoothie." - Dara Lee Lewis, M.Nutrition specialists Tara Mardigan and Kate Weiler prove that the foods,
supplements and beverages, that many think are aiding functionality, are actually hindering and can end up being easily
replaced with healthy, real, clean food.- Substitute peanut butter laden with inflammatory trans fat and added glucose
for muscle-rebuilding pecan cashew maca butter.Upgrade your efficiency and diet. Figure out how to make more
efficient, cost-effective meals that all of your family members will eat. Enjoy natural food, and replace sports nutrition
unhealthy items that do not correctly sustain an active way of living with delicious and easy recipes that the whole
family will love."Finally--a cookbook that combines common sense, nutrition science, and a enthusiasm for delicious
meals! Kate and Tara's recipes help us eat for an active, healthy, balanced lifestyle, with an emphasis on genuine, plant-
based foods rather than highly processed pubs and powders. I recommend this reserve to anyone searching for
inspiration to create delicious, satisfying foods. I wish all of my individuals would take this book to heart--the world will
be a happier, healthier place! For instance:- Instead of consuming chemical-laden and performance-hindering additives
in packaged recovery beverages, make your very own performance-boosting chocolate proteins recovery drink. I learned
a new fact on every page and can eat much better from now on because of it., FACC, instructor, Harvard Medical School
and cardiologist, Lown Cardiovascular Center"Tara and Kate are one of the biggest teams diet has ever noticed. Their
blockbuster playbook of quality recipes and eat-to-win advice is usually a must-read for anybody who wants to look
after their body.D.Admit it, your idea of sports nutrition requirements an upgrade.
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Want to perform your training goals - very well it starts with diet. Want to accomplish your daily diet - it begins with
this book So what can I say? I am astonished!" Wish even more books listed each recipe in the table of contents so I
could had an improved idea of the recipes...It had been SO worth the wait around!THEREFORE I am a pretend athlete.
Well, I follow the super well written directions, which make a good movie like me look like I could open a cafe. Hey, Im
not 22 any more, I cannot eat what I want.So whats great concerning this book? And the dishes are delicious, basic and
quick. Delicious, Simple and Quick Recipes This is one of those cookbooks I simply want to thumb through and imagine
producing everything in it.So the quality of the dishes, etc is first class. that can be expected. But what is a lay person
like me, a person who barely understands the difference between a pot and a kettle do? Past my athletic primary so to
state, and have a problem with diet, nutrition, excess weight, etc. It is so well written fort he 'commoner', that anyone
can follow it and reap the huge benefits.We urge everyone to get this book, make the recipes, enjoy the writing, and
write your own many thanks note to Tara and Kate. You may be happy, your belly and training will be happy, and yowl
never appearance back! Heck, if indeed they can get Big Papi to stop eating hot dogs and lose 40 pounds and play till
he's 40 - they can help me, right? The photos themselves are beautiful. Well lets focus on the foundation of it - great
nourishment, natural ingredients, structured in the experience of two great athletes - one of who switched around the
nutrition plan for the Boston Red Sox. This book certainly has a good number of these. Love this cookbook Like this
cookbook! For healthy practical eaters. Today I eat "clean. We make an effort to eat clean and healthful but run out of
ideas. I really like all the healthy dishes and it's really so easy to check out. Good healthy ideas Your taste buds have to
be used to eating in this manner, I made the blueberry scones today and my dogs were going crazy for a few. Some great
recipes, much like any healthy cookbook you can find . I preordered it and waited,and waited, and waited.. Some great
recipes, as with any healthy cookbook there are likely to be some recipes where you have to buy special things that you
normally wouldn't have got in house. You will not sacrifice taste for healthy eating--super yummy food. Five Stars Love
love love! Suggested for both athletes and couch potatos Simple, Delicious & Amazing cookbook! This brought a lot more
to the table! Better for Me!! Great source for healthful recipes As an ironman my self, and a chef, I acquired a brand new
new look and a lot of ideas for new healthy, simple and very tasty recipes. Made a few dishes in a pinch; Regrettably the
majority of the breakfast (6 of 10), lunch time and dinner recipes have eggs, dairy, meats (beef, chicken, turkey),
seafood and so on. Especially the almond butter cups. They took no time at all and had been a masses pleaser. bananas
and salt: Consider bananas, add salt, eat. Thanks Tara and Kate for an excellent addition to your kitchen. No nutrition
info None of the quality recipes list any nutrition information at all. Extremely disappointed. Now if I want to make any
of the recipes I have to enter them individually by hand. Not as impressicr as I had hoped We wasn't really impressed by
the dishes in the book. Finally, a genuine nutrition book it doesn't push unaffordable and inaccessible foods in the name
of "health" and "eating clean". Not really for me personally but it may work for you. SEVERAL Gems, Mostly Duds I found
this one to become a dud. Most of the recipes were either obvious or a waste materials of a full page, (i. I am very
allergic to chemical substances in fast food, microwavable foods, and convenience foods. I'm also learning more about
upgrades and now have top quality ingredients such as cocoa powder, top quality ocean salt and turmeric root on hand.
Really? An absolute must have!. I consider myself an adept cook, but their almond butter and lovely potato cookies led
to an unusable glop. There is a few gems in right here (egg white marshmallow fluff! Kona bowls!), but I must say i felt
like there have been either too many untested recipes and lots of useless or obvious filler. " Books like this help me to
stay out of that expensive ..that is an expensive way to train.e. I came across this out one day in the er to the tune of a
little over 4000.00 and loss of a day's paycheck. We found this ideal for us of four." Books such as this help me to stay
out of this expensive emergency room! and pleasure is what I am looking for as a long-length . This is an excellent
publication to believe beyond this mentality and also go to the source of great nutrition.. Nothing at all caught my
attention or were too tough to make. Reaching Beyond the Bottle The majority of the current training literature leads
one to believe that the simplest way to get over workouts is with off the shelf protein powders and supplements. There
are different power plates, all shown in easy-to-follow graphics, that you could mix and match during your day time to
accomplish what you need to, wherever you are in your fitness and teaching.? Encourages plant based but dishes are not
vegan/vegetarian I browse the sample and thought it will be more vegan/vegetarian friendly as their first basic principle



was "eat mostly plant based foods.So a couple a few months ago, I had a friend that use dot work for the Boston Red
Sox inform me concerning this book. very easy and delicious. Omnivores will probably get some good great ideas and
recipes, but vegan/vegetarians will see limited recipes in this publication. This very easy, very doable method of
considering food and foods as nourishment, gasoline, and enjoyment is what I am searching for as a long-distance
runner and OCR athlete. To begin with..) or total duds.. Second of all, do you really know what you're consuming?. As a
vegan I will convert dishes where I can. For instance, soaked Chia seeds as egg replacements.
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